
Force Majeure (Act of God) Delay in Transit

The first step to improve delivery times is to recognize the root cause of delays. You may 
assume your transportation provider is at fault when in reality, there are many reasons your 
shipments arrive late. Review your overall supply chain to determine the true reasons for on 

time delivery issues and enable yourself to improve service to your customers.  

To help discover why late deliveries occur, implement a standardized process to 
track the reasons deliveries are late. This requires some hard work; you can do this 
manually, but it is much easier to use tracking codes as part of a transportation 
management system (TMS).  

Once you’ve established a process for ongoing data 
collection, segment and analyze your data to identify 
and establish a root cause. Through a process of 
prioritization, work with key stakeholders to change 
processes and operations to remove controllable late 
delivery causes.

analyze the data

90% on time 10% LATE

capture late delivery reasons

controllable

uncontrollable 

Flood or hurricane

Tornado

Snow or blizzard

Damaged roads and bridges

Customs or border crossing delay

Delay unloading multi-stop

Overscheduled docks

Reconsignment

assume poor
provider

performance

Failed equipment 

Insufficient driver hours

Incorrect equipment

Delayed pick up

Carrier Issues

Inconsistent production capacity

Insufficient inventory

Delayed stock transfers 

Inaccurate demand forecasting 

No Product Availability

Insufficient labor planning

Lack of pick up appointment process

Limited loading hours

Inadequate drop trailer opportunities

Implement pick
up appointments

Increase shipping 
personnel

Extend shipping
hours

Adjust drop
trailer slots

Long Loading Times

long
Loading Times
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Lack of available warehouse 
appointment

Incorrect requested delivery date

Erroneous PO or item information

Inaccurate contact information

No Delivery Appointment
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     implement solutions
As you focus on continuous improvement measures and address root causes, you have the opportunity to address 
the controllable areas of your supply chain and improve service to your customers. Small to medium sized process 
changes or investments may secure considerable gains in on time deliveries and increase customer satisfaction.
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